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ELTIM high-end POWER AMPLIFIER  modules 
         PRELIMINARY                                                    updated November 9th, 2017 

 

CD-40 GSD/GDS 80 MB 
Current Stage add-on modules 
 
If you want to build a very powerful and dynamic monoblock 
amplifier, this CD-40 GDS/GSD80 MB add-on pair in combination with 
a CS-40 naked Current Stage module for just the setup you want. 
About no compromise was made while developing them. 
 

With connecting these, the speakers are driven by 2 pairs of power transistors instead of “just” a single pair, 
resulting in an astonishing control of your speakers and a high power level (reserve). The damping factor is 
very high. The complete pack exactly fits in the MODU Mini Dissipante 330x300x80mm cabinets. 
These CD-40 GDS/GSD 80 MB Current Drive modules are designed for use of a separate, high power, hooked 
up power supply.  
 

This CD-40 GSD/GDS 80 MB Add-on PCB highlights: 
o Monoblock structure in combination with CS-40(ps) bare modules. 
o 2 pairs of International Rectifier, 23A/100V or 12A/200V TO247 Hexfet power transistors (GDS) or  
o Unique EXICON 8A/200V or 16A/200V audiophile Mosfets (GSD mostly). 
o Stack-mounted to heat sink, which is electrically separated from the PCB. 
o Professional BOURNS induction free overload measuring resistors. 
o RF-interference blocking capacitors in strategic positions. 
o 8 Power Supply capacitors close to the power transistors for superfast transient and impulse 

response.  
o Heat resistant, professional FR4, double sided board with 35um copper. 
o Relays disconnect the separate power supply if our Protection module detects a failure. 
o Dimensions: 298x78x35mm.  

 

These CD-40 add-on modules can simply be stacked on the special “naked” version of the CS-40 module range. 
This one only holds connectors 
Together they form a complete circuit, so you need BOTH the + and – version of it, so we supply them as pair. 
There are two header connectors left and right of the CS-40 MB, where these CD-40 MB’s are L-mounted to. 
Also, some components have other values, left out or exchanged by a wire on the required CS-40 naked 
version. Also (as always), you need one of our VS-xx input modules to form a working power amplifier. 
 

 
 

Here the positive side of the power transistor bank where the two transistors of the positive side are 
mounted; the left side is mirrored to this one, also with two (negative side) transistors. 

The modules are available as GDS as well as GSD versions. 
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A separate Power Supply and speaker are connected in the centre of the board, using widest copper tracks. 
Front plane is ground, back plane is speaker signal. We do NOT disconnect the speaker lines by a relay, but the 
power supply instead by a (16A idle) relay on each board for a better small signal response. It is safer as well ! 
This max. sized module can withstand +/- 80V on all kinds of loads, able to deliver a very high power. About 
the only critical factor will be the dissipation rate of the heatsinks! 

 

As with the CS-modules, we offer these CD-40 
GSD/GDS80 modules with all four power transistor 
types we use.  We provided a 298mm long board 
where TWO pairs of power transistors fit, both 
TO247 and TO264. This PCB fits f.e. in MODU 
300mm deep Mini Dissipante enclosures.  
We managed to make this module range only 
78mm high, so a 80mm high MODU Mini Dissipante 
cabinet fits exactly. 
 

Since we wanted to deliver the absolute maximum 
possible control and power performance, we didn’t 
compromise the boards by making it possible to use GSD and GDS transistors on the same board which would 
cause some short, smaller PCB tracks near to the power transistors. With the power levels we had in mind we 
made the tracks as wide as possible, resulting in separate boards for GSD (Gate/Source/Drain, like EXICON 
Mosfets) and GDS boards like with most Hexfets and some other Mosfet types. Actually, about the whole back 
plane of the board acts as the speaker + track where all Drain connections are connected to. The front plane is 
ground. Also, we are using 35um (Chinese use 15um) copper tracks. 
Internal air flow is also taken care of: several holes at the edge of a CS-40 module provide air flow between 
the CD-40 GDS/GSD PCB and heatsink.  
 

Since these boards are designed to handle surreal serious currents, (way) more than a “regular” CS-module 
can handle, the separate power supply leads are fed directly to this board, as well as the speaker lines. 
All can be connected by choice: 6,3mm gold plated tongues, Ø2mm or even Ø3mm wires. 
The required power for the CS-40 module is separately supplied by just a few thinner wires.   
A possible mounted Protection module will check the function of every transistor separately, internal and 
external temperature, overload, clipping, distorting, etc. and give warnings by three different LED indications. 
 

Since significant peak currents can be delivered, DO NOT use a switched mode supply here, as you shouldn’t 
with any power amp. They can’t handle peak currents properly. Use those for a PC, DAC, CD-player, etc. 
Actually, using a poor power supply would be a shame. We strongly recommend the use of MUNDORF MLHC 
100V Supply capacitors, perfectly capable of doing the job. They can discharge hundreds of amps. Of course a 
high quality transformer with some extra capacity will also help. Also here: use the best you can afford. 
With again (sorry) all the possibilities with the transistors we use, we come to the following list: 

              

#  In order to avoid over currents, use a transformer voltage as listed in the graphs ! 
           

NOTE: all figures are (still) theoretical and therefor underestimated values. 
The heatsink dissipation rate is the critical issue here ! 

 

MODELS POWER TRANSISTORS Max. power        
@ 8ohms   # 

Maximal     
RMS current 

CD-40 GDS/80  MB HC 2 pairs 24A/100V IR Hexfets 160Wrms 46A 

CD-40 GDS/80  MB HV 2 pairs 12A/200V IR Hexfets 300Wrms 24A 

CD-40 GSD/80  MB HQ 2 pairs 8A/200V EXICON Mosfets 200Wrms 16A 

CD-40 GSD/80  MB RQ 2 pairs 16A/200V EXICON Mosfets 250Wrms 32A 
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In order to improve impulse response, we added more or less power supply capacitors between the 
transistors. The more transistor pairs, the more capacitors. 
 
 CD-40 GDS/80 HC NICHICON 4700uF/63V  four pairs 

CD-40 GDS/80 HV NICHICON 2200uF/100V  four pairs 
CD-40 GSD/80 HQ MUNDORF 1000uF/100V MLGO four pairs 
CD-40 GSD/80 RQ MUNDORF 1500uF/100V MLGO four pairs 

 
While using these, there is just enough space to mount a pair of MUNDORF MLHC 10.000uF/80V. 
 
Protection 
The external power supply is (dis)connected to the transistor arrays by two rugged relays, as soon as the CS-40 
GDS/GSD module gets power. While doing so, our Protection module also works and will shut down these 
relays as soon as the Protection module comes in action. In that case the current stage 
lost all power and can’t harm your speakers.  Also, the protection module checks max. 
FOUR PAIRS on a malfunction by detecting an overvoltage over the BOURNS shunt type 
resistors. Also, all the other functions of the Protection module will work.  
F.e. you’ll find an PTC-element exactly in the middle of the heatsink, via the CS-40 
GDS/GSD board connected to the Protection module, like the rest without any wiring. 
We needed to finish this amp design first and test our Protection module with it before 
launching it, so it still is in development. It can be added at any time though ! 
 

Wiring 
Even with this complex and seerious amplifier design, wiring is most easy: 
Connect the external, symmetrical power supply leads to both (CS and CD) modules ( ! ). 
Connect the speaker line with the tabs at the centre of this CD-40 GDS/GSD module. 
Connect a line input signal to the DCin or ACin lines of the VS-module at the centre of the CS-40 module. 
Note: while using an external (mostly large) high-end input capacitor, connect it to the DCin. In that case, the 
small capacitor on the VS-board is bypassed! 
 
Balanced input 
This design deserves a high quality balanced input. For that, we have a balance to line input buffer module 
available. It can be fed from the power rails voltages or a possible mounted Voltage Regulator board. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
These designs are copyrighted  

by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2017 © 
PE1LTM 
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Models using IR Hexfets: 

 
 

2 pairs of 24A/100V Hexfets use a CD-40 GDS/80 MB HC module i.c.w. CS-40 GDS/GSW. 

Since the high current transistors used allow only +/- 50Vdc (trafo 35Vac) the power is limited. 
But: it will control your speakers amazingly well. Use the best speaker cable you can afford. 

 
An amp built like this, can handle aprox 250Wrms, regardless impedance. 

In order to avoid overload, see the max transformer voltage/ load characteristics above. 
F.e. if you want to use a 2 ohms load, the transformer should not exceed 2x25Vac ! 

 
 
 

 
 

2 pairs of 12A/200V power Hexfets use a CD-40 GDS/80 MB HV module i.c.w. CS-40 GDS/GSW. 

This HV model is “light-footed” with high power reserves. 
 

An amp built like this, can handle aprox 250-280Wrms, regardless impedance. 
In order to avoid overload, see the max transformer voltage/ load characteristics above. 

F.e. if you want to use a 4 ohms load, the transformer should not exceed 2x35Vac ! 
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Models using EXICON Mosfets: 

 
 

2 pairs of 8A/200V EXICON Mosfets use a CD-40 GSD/80 MB HQ module i.c.w. CS-40 GDS/GSW. 
A “light-footed” amplifier with a tube-like sound with significant power reserves. 

 
An amp built like this, can handle aprox 250Wrms, regardless impedance. 

In order to avoid overload, see the max transformer voltage/ load characteristics above. 
F.e. if you want to use a 4 ohms load, the transformer should not exceed 2x35Vac ! 

 

 

 

 
2 pairs of 16A/200V EXICON Mosfets use a CD-40 GSD/80 MB RQ module i.c.w. CS-40 GDS/GSW. 

An amplifier with a tube-like sound, yet with huge power reserves. 
 

An amp built like this, can handle aprox 350Wrms, regardless impedance. 
In order to avoid overload, see the max transformer voltage/ load characteristics above. 

F.e. if you want to use a 4 ohms load, the transformer should not exceed 2x40Vac ! 

 

 

NOTE: all figures are (still) theoretical and most likely underestimated values. 
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